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Cycling tours in France: Dordogne, Provence, Loire Valley, Burgundy. Cycling tours in Spain: Extremadura, Camino de Santiago, Mallorca.
      
        
        
        

          Contact us for details +44 (0)1926 350911

          

        

        The best cycle tours in England, France and Spain

          Deluxe Cycle Tours is an independent quality-focussed company providing our customers with the ultimate self-guided and fully-guided cycling vacations in England, France and Spain. Our philosophy is that a cycling holiday can be, and should be, a relaxed, stress-free experience.  Let us take the headache out of organising your own cycle tour.  Leave us to meticulously plan your accommodation, meals and transfer of luggage whilst you enjoy the scenery, culture and fine cuisine.  Submerse yourselves in the European cycling way of life on one of our deluxe cycle tours. 

        French Cycle Tours: Dordogne | Provence | Loire Valley | Burgundy

      Spanish Cycle Tours: Extremadura | Camino de Santiago | Mallorca
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          The ultimate fully-guided

            cycling in France and Spain

          You can expect:
          
	Breathtaking hotels and chateaux or meticulously chosen family hotels and guesthouses
	High-quality, light-weight, 
                fully-equipped bicycles
	Easy-going, idyllic routes
	Daily transfer of luggage and delivery to rooms
	Local and traditional French/Spanish gourmet cuisine
	Daily half a bottle of wine per person included (fully-guided tours)
	Friendly, experienced guides ride with the group (fully-guided tours)
	Local rail and airport transfers (fully guided tours)

            


          Why not download our latest Brochure

        

        
          What type of bicycle will I ride?

          Your bicycle will be “fitted” to your personal requirements.  We exclusively use Trek bicycles because we believe that the style, comfort and reassurance of using a recognised and respected bicycle manufacturer is an important part of the ethos that sets us apart from others.

          

          How far do we cycle each day?

          A typical daily distance that we cycle on our tours is 50 kms, although some days are shorter. All our routes are thoughtfully planned routes to show you the very best of France and Spain in the greatest possible comfort. This means minimising, as far as is possible, the number, length and severity of the climbs on all our tours and maximising the time spent on tranquil, almost traffic-free, back-roads. 

          

          Where will we be stopping each evening?

          On our Prestige tours we stay in luxury accommodation chosen for its ambient qualities, standards of cuisine, first-class hospitality, deluxe facilities and premier locations.

          On our Premium tours we stay in a selection of individually chosen, well-presented hotels and guesthouses situated in ideal tourist locations, providing a friendly welcome and local traditional cuisine.

            

          

          What weather can I expect?

          We time our tours for the most suitable and pleasant weather in each region.  It’s advisable to pack your sunglasses and a stock of suntan lotion as it can get quite hot especially towards mid-afternoon.

              

            More FAQs

          Download our latest Brochure
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          Fully-guided cycling 

We present a portfolio of meticulously designed cycling tours to the most stunning and spectacular of all the French and Spanish regions; each a journey guaranteed to give our customers an authentic experience.

We promise attention to detail and consideration of you as an individual.

Deluxe Cycle Tours offer a Cycling vacation to remember and an opportunity for you to enjoy beautiful countryside, gourmet gastronomy and luxurious accommodation.

'As seen on Ride Advisor'
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          What's Included On Your Deluxe Cycle Tour

          Deluxe Cycle Tours provide the ultimate fully-guided cycling experience. Our philosophy is that a cycling vacation can, and should be, a deluxe experience.  We offer a vacation where every detail has been planned to maximise your comfort and style both on and off the bike; it is where style and sophistication meets rest and relaxation.

          Our highly motivated and intensely committed team are resolute in their determination to ensure that your vacation is unforgettable.
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        Cycling holidays France - Deluxe Cycle Tours offer luxurious, guided cycling tours of some of the most beautiful and spectacular regions of France without the luxurious price tag. Our philosophy is that a cycling holiday can, and should be, a deluxe experience. Every detail has been planned to maximise your comfort and style both on and off the bike.Terms & Conditions | Privacy Policy 

            

        

      

    

  





